
 
 

Beginnings and Endings 
 

Greetings dear ones. We are Shaltazar, the Gavish Banenu, the energy of 33, the Master Teacher, 
and We have come forth at this time to bring you Divine Wisdom. There is much upheaval on your 
planet, there is much suffering, there is much stirring up. You are in the midst of the energy of the 
Great Potential for Change where no change is not an option. It is time dear ones to go within. Begin 
to realize that it is time for you to change. It is time to let go of your conditioned beliefs. It is time to let 
go of all that you were taught that no longer serves you. In order to find your authentic self, you must 
let go of what others told you was true. It is time to begin the journey of finding YOUR truth. We are 
available to guide you on this amazing expedition. Simply quiet your mind and open your heart and 
We will come pouring in. Know that the slower you move, the faster you will go. The less you try, the 
more you will accomplish. Begin to contemplate the paradoxes that are all around you. That is the 
beginning of finding your truths. 
 
Begin to realize that what you were taught is only one perspective. You have a choice as to whether 
to accept that point of view or to create your own perception. We remind you that absolute truth does 
not exist on planet Earth. It only occurs in the Higher Realms. All truth on your planet is but relative. 
Begin to discover your own truth. Do not necessarily listen to those that say they know better, that say 
they know the facts. For what they are speaking is simply what they believe to be correct. It may not 
apply to you. 
 
Find the courage, find the determination, find the will deep within you to discover YOUR truth. Ensure 
you embark on the journey to discover your reality with an energy of inquisitiveness, curiosity, and 
imagination. Do not rush or be in a hurry. Look beyond your thinking mind to find what is right for you. 
Connect with your intuition, connect with the Invisible World. By doing so you will have access to all 
that was, all that is, and all that will ever be. The search to discover your truth is a lifelong adventure. 
And as you uncover your truth be prepared to let it guide you. Stop listening to the opinions of others. 
Begin to follow your truth in the coming year, the one that you call 2022. 
 
This new year, this new beginning is one of expansion. The energy of your planet is shifting. It is a 
time where you can move above the duality and find your Unity deep within. Let go of looking at 
things as either-or. Instead, see the possibilities of and & both. You can have it all when you believe it 
to be so. Realize that miracles are possible. Not only can you believe in miracles, but you can create 
them. And once more dear ones, Our soul brothers and sisters, know that you are a miracle. For all 
creations of the Great Source are miraculous.  



 
Begin to take back your power. Begin to find your truth. Know that We are with you always and 
forever. Our love for you is everlasting and unconditional. Go forth dear ones, and open the doors 
that will set you free. But do not forget to close the doors that are no longer in your Highest Good. For 
as you begin, so too must you end. The circles of Life always have beginnings and endings. Welcome 
your new beginnings, but also pay tribute and homage to that which is ending. No matter how difficult 
and challenging the past year has been for you it has been for purpose. Do not let that purpose be in 
vain. Take time to reflect and ruminate on that which is ending so you may welcome fully the great 
new beginnings coming forth to you and all of humanity. It is important to learn and grow from the 
experiences your world has endured over the past year. If you are not prepared to accept and learn 
from that which is in your past you will have to go through those lessons again. Begin to integrate and 
embody all of what you lived through in 2021 so you may transmute those difficult, challenging and 
harsh events into the wisdom that will make the coming year a miracle for you and all of humanity. 
 
And so it is and so it shall be. 
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